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resulting in citizenship and, often importantly, passports.  
He felt this trend was considered a means by many of 
obtaining protection for family wealth and lifestyle against 
many economic and political climates.  Conversations 
surrounding “how many passports do you have” can be 
heard in hotel lobbies and multiple passports can be 
considered a ‘badge of honour’ in some circles.  

The many IIP and residency schemes were examined 
from Austria to St. Kitts and Nevis and it will perhaps 
come as no surprise that 91% of the Australian residency 
scheme had been taken up by the Chinese.  Malta’s IIP 
was of course a strong topic of conversation at the 
conference and Mr Rollason felt that Malta’s scheme was 
an example of more to follow globally.

George Hodgson of STEP Worldwide considered himself 
to be “a cheerful chap” and apologised for presenting a 
seemingly gloomy picture of the highly transparent world 
professionals are faced with.  He suggested that trustees 
and professionals should be focusing on clients’ needs, 
such as sustainability of long-term family wealth, rather 
than the typically historic focus on tax.  continued...

 The buzz at the pre-conference cocktail party 
was just the start of a very successful STEP Malta 
conference as over 150 delegates (one third being 
international visitors) kicked-off the networking at the 
Hilton Hotel, St. Julian's on Wednesday 5th March.

Following the first day’s welcome by Jean-Philippe 
Chetcuti, Chairman of STEP Malta, the Minister of 
Finance gave a comprehensive and well researched 
keynote address of what the conference had on offer.  An 
early presentation, which was arguably one of the most 
enjoyable of the conference, addressed the challenges 
for future regulations voiced by MFSA’s Chairman, Prof. 
Joe Bannister.  The Professor, who has a naturally 
welcoming persona, believed that one of the values of the 
MFSA was their approachable attitude.  Indeed, Malta 
and the MFSA’s success can be measured by the 
upsurge in companies on the Malta Register as well as 
the increase in the Authority’s well qualified staff from 129 
in 2007 to 217 in 2013.  Prof. Bannister’s comprehensive 
charts confirmed there to be 140 authorised trustees, 
being a 30% increase over the past four years.  Malta 
boasts being the only EU member state offering 
protected cell companies and is proud of recent 
legislative amendments which included the introduction 
of family trusts.

Nick Rollason of the UK law firm, Kingsley Napley gave 
an insightful over-view of the massive global trend 
towards Individual Investor Programmes (IIPs), frequently 
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STEP Malta, with the full support of STEP UK, is lobbying 
against the proposed register and Maltese practitioners, 
in particular, were asked for support in the quest to, at 
best, prevent such a register and, at least, block it from 
being public.

As reiterated by Hélène Lewis, Chair of STEP 
World-wide; thanks must go to Malcolm Becker 
(Chairman of the Conference), the Malta Working 
Committee and the organisers for formulating a very 
successful and enjoyable conference which kept to 
Swiss-clock timing. Notwithstanding the title ‘Global 
Business in a Challenging Environment’ the talks were 
thought-provoking, the audience diverse and interesting 
and the evening functions entertaining.  The piece of 
Malta’s history shared by the Knights of Malta at Bacchus 
restaurant in Mdina was an amusing local touch.

Any mention of FATCA will no doubt make anyone’s eyes 
glass-over; however, Simon Beck from Baker & McKenzie 
had an impressive way of making the topic sound 
interesting.  Perhaps it was the lack of slides or the way 
he moved amongst the audience; either way, he gave a 
neat overview of why, how and where FATCA was taking 
us globally.  

The grand finale was a panel of esteemed Maltese and 
English lawyers, chaired by Malcolm Becker (Honorary 
Chair of STEP Malta) debating the trepidations of the 
possible impact of the EU beneficial ownership register.  
This very current topic is causing anxiety amongst all 
trust professionals particularly in the UK, Ireland, Malta, 
Cyprus and the Overseas British Territories.  The 
unfortunate position is that the former countries stand 
alone in the EU and consequently without much support.   

The panel from left: Malcolm Becker, Jean-Philippe Chetcuti, 
Richard Frimston, Anthony Cremona, Jonathan Conder
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EVENTS 
OF INTEREST

LUCIENNE SAMMUT
Lucienne Sammut joined the Salt Partners corporate 

team almost five years ago having completed a Bachelor 
of Commerce (Hons) in Banking and Finance at the 

University of Malta. Lucienne speaks Maltese, Italian & 
English and enjoys diversely-cultural experiences; her 
most significant being a three month sabbatical in India 
where she taught English to under privileged children & 

assisted at a medical clinic for the Santhal Tribe.

MEET THE TEAM

APR 03
APR 24
MAY 05
MAY 12, 13
MAY 12 - 14
MAY 16
MAY 28 - 30
MAY 30
JUN 12, 13
JUN 16, 17
JUN 18, 19
JUN 24, 25
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Tax, Trusts and Estate Conference
Conference 2014
Geneva Conference 2014
South Africa Conference 2014 
CC14 - Exploring the  Possibilities
Spring Conference and AGM
Australasian Conference 2014
Miami Summit
International Risk and Insurance Congress
Canada 16th National Conference
The 5th Offshore Investment Conference 
Annual Conference 2014

LET’S TALK
CULTURE
UPPER BARRAKKA GARDENS
One of Valletta's most beautiful parks, it was created 
in 1775 on the bastion of St. Peter and Paul. The 
garden was the gift of an eighteenth-century Italian 
knight. It was originally intended to offer recreation 
to the knights of the Italian langue, or department, of 
the Order of Saint John. It is the highest point of the 
city walls, and thus its bordering terrace offers a 
clear view over the Grand Harbour and the old 
towns of Senglea and Vittoriosa.

DISCLAIMER: The content contained in this newsletter is provided for informational 
purposes only and should not be construed as advice on any matter. 

UK
Hungary
Switzerland
South Africa
Bahamas
Wales
Australia
USA
Malta
Canada
Shangai
Israel
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Why Malta?

International Living Magazine once listed Malta as the 
best place to live. With a very low crime rate, excellent 
climate and an impeccable health care system, Malta is 
indeed a jewel in the Mediterranean. Malta has a 7,500 
year history; it has a highly cultured, well-educated 
society.

Malta is a member of the European Union and offers 
Citizenship in an EU country that is stable, neutral and 
highly respected. It offers Visa free travel to more than 
160 countries. 

The government of Malta is democratically elected and 
has a very strong legal system and well established 
institutions. Malta has highly developed industry, tourism 
and financial sectors, and is well linked with Europe and 
the world. continued...

 Everyone has been talking about the Malta 
Individual Investor Programme; you have seen the Legal 
Notice amendments and you know it has been a hot topic 
throughout the European Union but have you got to grips 
with the basics and how the programme could be 
beneficial to you or your clients? If not, then read on…

What is the Individual Investor Programme (IIP)?
Under Maltese law, there have traditionally been three 
ways of obtaining Maltese citizenship, however the recent 
introduction of the Individual Investor Programme (IIP) 
provided a fourth alternative. The IIP, by virtue of Legal 
Notice 47 of 2014, allows for the granting of citizenship by 
a certificate of naturalisation to individuals and their 
families who contribute to the economic and social 
development of Malta. Subject to a stringent vetting and 
diligence process, including thorough background 
checks, the applicants and their dependents are granted 
citizenship in exchange for such contribution. 

INDIVIDUAL 
INVESTOR 
PROGRAMME (IIP): 
THE BASICS 
EXPLAINED

• Company incorporation and administration for multiple jurisdictions.
• Trust & fiduciary services.
• Bookkeeping services.
• Malta residence and citizenship services.
• Malta office and management facilities.

OUR 
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Applications must be accompanied by supporting 
identification and verification documents authenticated in 
English, as set out in the Checklist and Guidelines, 
together with:

• Police conduct certificates
• Proof that the main applicant has been a resident of  
 Malta for a period of 12 months preceding   
 naturalisation
• Medical certificates stating that the applicant and  
 dependents are in good health
• Affidavit of support for each dependent who is over  
 18 years of age.

Please note that all applicants aged 18 years and over 
are obliged to attend in person in Malta to undertake the 
Oath of Allegiance and the entire process takes between 
6 and 24 months.

Lastly!

By virtue of Legal Notice 47 of 2014, the Government of 
Malta has established a robust legal framework for the 
IIP and Dr Muscat was indeed correct in asserting that 
the granting of Maltese citizenship was a matter of 
national competence. 

Tracy Lange of Salt Partners (Services) Limited has been 
accredited by Identity Malta Agency for the purposes of 
the IIP. 

Who can apply and how do you qualify?

The programme is designed to facilitate Maltese 
Citizenship to non-Maltese nationals and their 
dependents by Investment. To qualify for citizenship, the 
main applicant must be at least 18 years of age, provide 
proof of having been a resident of Malta for a period of 12 
months preceding the issuing of a certificate of 
naturalisation and meet the following investment 
requirements:

• The acquisition of real estate with a minimum value  
 of EUR 350,000 to be held for at least 5 years; or  
 lease a residential immovable property in Malta for a  
 period of 5 years at an annual rent of at least EUR  
 16,000.
• Make a contribution to the National Development  
 and Social Fund (EUR 650,000) 
• Investment in stocks, bonds or special purpose   
 vehicles to be identified by Identity Malta, for a   
 minimum value of EUR 150,000 to be held for a   
 minimum period of 5 years.
• Applicants must have Global Health Insurance   
 coverage for at least EUR 50,000 for the main   
 applicant and each of the dependants and must   
 provide proof that the insurance can be maintained  
 for an indefinite period.

How to apply?

The process of application for the IIP is carried out 
through Accredited Persons, Approved Agents, the 
Concessionaire and regulated by the Identity Malta 
Agency.  

Popeye’s Village, 
Anchor Bay, Malta.
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